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Y	 SECTION 1 INTRODUCTION
The data file of Photometric Data for the Nearby Stars (Hauck and
Mermilliod 1981) contains a list of all photometric systems (of those
considered) in which each star in the catalogue of Gliese (1969) has been
measured. The file i$ a subset of a much larger and more comprehensive
compilation, currently in preparation at the Institut d'Astronomie, Universitg
de Lausanne, which lists all measured photoelectric photometric systems for
any star that has been measured in at least one photoelectric system. In
addition to the photometric system identifications, the data file documented
here contains cross identifications to the Henry Draper and Durchmusterung
catalogues and apparent visual magnitudes.
This document describes the machine-recdable data file available from the
Astronomical Data Center at NASA/GSFC. The data and associated files are
identical to those distributed from the Centre de Donnees Stellaires,
Strasbourg, except for a few minor text corrections to the description and
photometric systems files. A copy of this document should be supplied to any
recipients of secondary copies of these files.
SOURCE REFERENCE





Descrij.'. ,"ins of the contents of the four files of the computerized
version of the Photometilc Data for the Nearby Stars compilation are given in
Tables 1 through 4. "Files 1, 3 and 4 are information files consisting of text
and will normally be merely printed and used for reference;. The byte-by-byte
description of the data file (Table 2) lists additional information such as
units and suggested FORTRAN format specifications to assist the user in
processing the data. Since data fields containing no data are blank, a field
which can contain valid zero values, such as the visual magnitude, must be
buffered in (or read as character data) and checked for blanks before internal
conversion to binary for search purposes.




Number assigned to the catalogue by the Centre de Donnees
Stellaires, Strasbourg. The four-digit number is followed by the
character "A" ( first file of the-catalogue) and the two-di 4t_ year











Alternate format specifications in Table 2 are given in parentheses.





1- 7	 --- A7 See bytes 1-7 of Table 1.
	
All records In
this file contain 2074881.
8- 9	 --- 2X Blank
10	 --- Al An asterisk (*) if the star has not been
measured in any photometric system;
otherwise blank.
11- 12	 --- 2X Blank
13- 17	 --y- F5.1 Number in Gliese (1969) catalogue.
18	 --- 1X Blank
19- 21	 --- A3 Component identifications for multiple
systems ac:corM ng to Gliese's catalogue.
22	 --- 1X Blank
23- 28	 --- 16	 (A6) Henry Draper (HD) Catalogue number.
29- 30	 --- 2X Blank
31- 39	 --- 9A1
	 (A9) Durchmusterung (DM) number.	 Zone sign in
byte 31, zone in bytes 32-33, number in
bytes 34-39.
40- 41	 --- 2X Blank
42	 --- Al Remark concerning multiplicity in the
photometric catalogues (1, 2, ... -
components of multiple systems; D - > 1
component measured together).
43	 --- Al 'IV" if variable in photometric catalogues.
44	 --- 1X Blank





Byte(s)	 Units	 Format	 Description
50- 51	 ---	 2X	 Blank
52-136	 ---	 (12, IX)	 Codes for photometriz systems defined in
file 3. Each code is given as a 2-byte
integer number (right justified) followed











1- 7 A7 (7A1) See bytes 1-7 of Table 1.	 All records in this file
contain 2074C81.
8- 9 2X Blan)c
10-11 12 Photometric system code referred to in data file.
12 1X Blank
13-22 A10	 (10A1) Photometric system identification.
Z3 1X Blank
24-88 65A1 or equivalent.	 References for sources of photo-
metric data.
Table 4. Tape Contents. Photometric Data for the Nearby Stars, References
Byte(s) Description
	




10-88	 References cited in bytes 24-88 of file 3.
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SECTION 3 - TAPE CHARACTERISTICS
The information contained in Table 5 is sufficient for a user to describe
the indigenous characteristics of the Photometric Data for the Nearby Stars
files to a computer. Information easily varied from installation to
installation, such as block size (physical record length), k!,locking factor,
(number of logical records per physical record), total numb+jr of blocks, tgpe
density, and internal coding (EBCDIC, ASCII, etc.) is not included. These
•
	
	 parameters should always be transmitted if secondary copies of the catalogue
are supplied to other users or installations. Parameters relating to the fort
files on the magnetic tape are separated by commas.
Table 5. Tape Characteristics. Photometric Data for the Nearby Stars.
NUMBER OF FILES ......................................... 	 4
LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH ...................................
	
88, 136, 88, 88
RECORD FORMAT ...........................................
	 rB*
TOTAL NUMBER OF LOGICAL RECORDS ......................... 34, 1768, 37, 18





 POW QUAD: G`a'y'
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SECTION 4 - REMARKS MODIFICATIONS, AND REFERENCES
The Photometric Data for the Nearby stars catalogue was received on
magnetic tape from the Centre de Donncees Stellaires (CDS), Strasbourg on 12
February 1982. The files were transferred to disk storage where they were
examined and a few minor editing correct:a. ,'jas made to the first :filet they were
then transferred back to magnetic tape.
REFERENCES
Gliese, W. 1969, Catalogue of Nearby Stars, Verdff. Astt!on. Rechen-Tnst,
Heidelberg, No. 22.
Grenon, M. and Rufener, F. 1981, Astron. Astrophys. Suppl, 46, 25.
Hauck, B. and Mermilliod, M. 1931, Inform. Bull. CDS, No. 21, p. 35.





SE=ION 9 - SAMPLE LISTING
The sample listings given on the following pages ccntain logical data
records from each file of the catalogue exactly as they are recorded on the
magnetic tape. ;A sample listing is shown for each filet for files 1 1 3 and d,
there are few enough records to allow complete files to be shown on the sample
listings. Since the logical record length of the date file is ,Longer than 115
bytes, the remainder of each record ;bytes 116-136) is printed in the
following row. (Bytes 116-136 are blank for the sample r;t:4ords from the
beginning and and of the file, but this is not always the case.) The
beginning of each record and the bytes within the record are indicated by the
colum heading index across the top of each page (digits -read vertically).
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